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Abstract

In recent years, a great deal of research conducted in a variety of
scientific areas, including physics, microelectronics, and material sc ience, by
scientific experts from different domains of expertise has resulted in the
invention of Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS). As MEMS became
very popular and widely used, the need for combining the capabilities of
sensing, actuation, processing, and communication also grew, and led to
further research which would result in the design and implementation of
devices which could reflect all those four capabilities. These devices became
knowns as Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and they have been th e focus
of considerable research efforts in the areas of communications (routing,
coding, error detection, error correction, and protocols), electronics
(miniaturization and energy efficiency), and control (networked control system,
theory, and applications).
SmartMesh IP is an innovative way to connect WSNs with advanced
network management and comprehensive security features. It follows the IEEE
802.15.4e Timeslotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) standard. SmartMesh IP
delivers reliable, scalable, and energy efficient wireless sensor connectivity.
Using up to eight times less power than other solutions, SmartMesh IP has
become the industry’s most energy-efficient wireless mesh sensing technology
even in harsh and dynamically changing RF environments. Th erefore, it is an
excellent way to create a smart low-power network infrastructure.
Thus, the main objectives of this work are:
1) designing and developing a SmartMesh IP system for teaching and
research purposes at St. Cloud State University,
2) developing lab procedures for two senior elective classes at St.
Cloud State University. The lab procedures are for network
manager and mote configuration, and operation control of the
embedded system on the mote.
3) testing the performance of SmartMesh IP systems with several
configurations.
To accomplish the above objectives, here are the tasks that I have
completed:
1) Study of the SmartMesh IP Design: Performed extensive study of
SmartMesh IP design resources including documentations and
source codes.
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2) Design of a SmartMesh IP Configuration software: this software
has been designed and developed for configuring SmartMesh IP
network managers, motes, and access points.
3) Design of a SmartMesh IP Temperature Logger software: this
software has been designed and developed for monitoring the
temperature data collected within a SmartMesh IP network using
motes’ internal temperature sensors.
4) Design of a SmartMesh IP Network Statistics software: this
software has been designed and developed for monitoring the
statistics data (such as reliability, stability, and latency statistics)
collected within a SmartMesh IP network.
5) Design of a SmartMesh IP Network Topology software: this
software has been designed and developed for viewing the
topology layout of a SmartMesh IP network.
6) Design of SmartMesh IP Temperature Plotter firmware and
software: this platform has been designed and developed for
monitoring the temperature data from external temperature
sensors through ADC processing.
7) Design of SmartMesh IP Oscilloscope firmware and software: this
platform has been designed and developed for viewing an analog
signal’s digitized data.
To complete the above tasks, I relied heavily on the resources found in
the dustcloud Community SmartMesh IP website :
https://dustcloud.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ALLDOC/overview
In the end, a SmartMesh IP network and IoT system was successfully
designed and developed. Also, the system was tested with 100% reliability
under several applications and configurations.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

From Wireless Sensors to Wireless Sensor Networks
Wireless Sensors
In recent years, a great deal of research conducted in a variety of
scientific areas, including physics, microelectronics, and material science, by
scientific experts from different domains of expertise has resulted in the
invention of Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) [1]. The creation of
MEMS has been very fruitful in terms of pushing the limits of what was a
System-On-a-Chip (SoC). As a matter of fact, MEMS have allowed integrated
circuits, which used to carry only logic functions, to sense the real word and
to react a certain way based on the sensing . For example, measuring various
physical parameters such as temperature, pressure, and humidity, and
actuating is now possible through the integration of sensors and actuators to
silicon [1].
In addition to MEMS, the Radio Frequency (RF) technology and digital
circuits have also drastically evolved within the silicon industry to the point
that lower power and higher frequency transceivers are now widely
implemented on integrated circuits, and digital circuits are increasingly
shrinking in size as they are more and more manufactured densely. As
MEMS became very popular and widely used, the need for combining the
capabilities of sensing, actuation, processing, and communication also grew,
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and led to further research which would result in the design and
implementation of devices which could reflect all those four capabilities [1].
Additionally, the result of these further research activities was the
invention of motes which are autonomous, compact, and sensing-capable
devices which have the ability of not only sensing, actuating, processing, but
also communicating wirelessly. The wireless communication is made possible
by the fact that motes, despite their autonomy, can form networks and
transfer data according to various models and architectures.

Wireless Sensor Networks
Now this breakthrough in sensing, actuation, processing, and wireless
communication gave birth to Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) which have
been the focus of considerable research efforts in the areas of
communications (routing, coding, error detection, error correction, and
protocols), electronics (miniaturization and energy efficiency), and control
(networked control system, theory and applications).
To recapitulate, as shown in Figure 1-1 below, WSNs are primarily built
of nodes which consist of a radio transceiver, a microcontroller, and a variety
of sensors having different applications for versatile performance [2].
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Figure 1-1: WSNs Configuration
Sensors are usually classified according to the readiness for field
deployment that focuses in the field deployment in terms of economy and
engineering efficiency, scalability, and cost. The main categories of sensors
are given as physical, chemical, and b iological sensors. WSNs consist of
data acquisition network and data distribution network. The data acquisition
network in WSNs is used to acquire data from different fields. The acquired
data is transmitted to the master station by means of different wire less
distribution techniques. The wireless distribution techniques include
transmission using cellular phones, computers, WLAN, and WiFi. Once the
acquired data reaches the master station, the data is analyzed, and further
processing is done. The main characteristics of WSNs includes energy
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harvesting, ability to cope with node failure, mobility of nodes, heterogeneity
of nodes, scalability to large scale deployment, ability to withstand harsh
environmental conditions and ease of use. The mentioned features ensure a
wide range of application of WSNs as shown in Figure 1-2 and Table 1-1
below [3]:

Figure 1-2: Application areas of WSNs
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Table 1-1: Application areas of WSNs with description
Application

Description

Animal Tracking

WSNs are attached in the animal’s body so that the
position, location, and the kind of food they are
consuming can be monitored.

Security and Surveillance

WSNs help in the early detection of the enemies and
vehicle tracking.

Smart Buildings

WSNs consume low energy and provide home and
buildings security to an extent.

Health Care Monitoring

WSNs help in the real time monitoring of physiological
signals.

Vehicle Tracking

WSNs help in preventing traffic congestion by
monitoring the location of vehicles.

Environmental Monitoring

WSNs sense all the environmental parameters and help
prevent calamities like gas leakage, flood, and forest
fire.

Precision Agriculture

WSNs sense parameters like humidity, temperature,
and pressure, and ensure an accurate environment for
the crop cultivation.

Smart Dust
The idea of designing and using WSNs originated within academic
circles as a novel concept which resulted into a commercially relevant
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technology to the point that in 1997, the United States Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) funded the Smart Dust project, which
aimed at putting a wireless node into a 1mm 3 Dust Mote, including MEMS
sensors, computation, communication , and power supply [4]. Furthermore, by
the middle of the year 2003, the “Berkeley Mote” was born as shown in
Figure 1-3 below:

Figure 1-3: The Berkeley Mote

As the name indicates, this mote was developed by the engineers at
the University of California-Berkeley, who had successfully tested a wireless
sensor integrated circuit so small that a small blow of air might cause it to fly
away. This newly designed integrated circuit integrated sensors and
transmitters onto a platform that measure d about 5 square millimeters [5].
This was a significant milestone in the Sm art Dust project which seeks to
create low-powered, low-cost wireless sensor devices, or motes, roughly the
size of a grain of sand. Massive numbers of these millimeter -scaled motes
could be used in self-organizing WSNs for such innovative applications as
monitoring seabird nests in remote habitats, pinpointing structural
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weaknesses in a building after an earthquake, or warning of the presence of
biochemical toxins.
To illustrate the potential of motes, here is a statement by Kris Pister,
a professor of electrical engineering and computer sciences at the University
of California-Berkeley and the pioneer behind the Smart Dust project, "Spec
is our first mote to integrate radio frequency communication and custom
circuits onto a chip that runs the TinyOS operat ing system...It's a major step
towards sensors that cost less than a dollar a piece and that are integrated
into the products that we own, the buildings that we live and work in, and the
freeways we drive on. The potential for such sensor networks is enorm ous"
[5].
Also, the Spec mote brings together years of Smart Dust and TinyOS
research led by Pister, who led research into miniaturizing the hardware
components for Smart Dust, and David Culler, a professor of computer
sciences at the University of California -Berkeley, who led research into
developing the TinyOS operating system that allows the mini motes to
communicate reliably with one another. This collaborative work by scientists
from various backgrounds further resulted into generations of wireless sensor
motes slightly bigger than dollar coins as shown in Figure 1-4 below:
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Figure 1-4: Wireless Sensor Motes as small as dollar coins

Another milestone was achieved when a former graduate student at the
University of California-Berkeley, named Jason Hill, worked alongside Culler,
Pister, and their teams in order to successfully integrate all the hardware and
software components onto a 2 by 2.5 millimeters square silicon integrated
circuit. These hardware and software components include a micro radio, an
analog-to-digital converter, a temperature sensor, and t he TinyOS operating
system. According to Culler, "This is the first fully integrated and fully
operational mote on an individual chip, and its design is driven by the
networking and system requirements…Single chip integration makes the
mote very cheap because it reduces post-assembly requirements. This opens
the path to very low-cost deployments of many motes" [5].
Moreover, when researchers tested this new chip at the Intel Research
Laboratory in Berkeley, it was able to transmit radio signals at 902
megahertz over 40 feet at 19200 kilobytes per second. The fundamental
principle behind the Smart Dust design is to allow wireless sensor motes to
talk to other nearby motes instead of increasing the power consumption of a
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single mote so that it can transmit over a long distance. Plus, decreasing the
power consumption of motes means that smaller batteries can be used to
power them. According to Jason Hill, "The major hurdle in miniaturizing the
motes was the power. One of the huge advantages of this chip [that is, the
Spec mote] over prior generations of motes is a 30 -fold reduction in total
power consumption." As an illustration, in its commercial form, the Spec
mote is designed to be hundreds of times smaller than its predecessor, Mica,
a mote available commercially through San Jose-based Crossbow
Technology, Inc. In addition to the chip, the Spec mote has an inductor, an
antenna, a 32 kilohertz watch crystal, and a power source. However, these
components add little to the size of the mote , and companies are already
developing millimeter-scale batteries that could power a commercial version
of the Spec mote. In addition to its potential within the consumer and
academic circles, the Smart Dust design has also generated interest from the
military for potentially monitoring troop movements on the battlefield. In
2001, dozens of Rene motes, the precursor to the Mica mote, were dropped
from a plane alongside a road in a test at Twentynine Palms in California.
These matchbox-sized motes successfully tracked the speed and direction of
passing vehicles based upon the vibrations in the ground [5].
In brief, the concept of the Smart Dust design resonated with a whole
community of people. The year 2001 was a year full of interesting demos. For
instance, at Intel’s development forum, 800 Berkeley ’s Motes were placed in
the main auditorium at night, one under each seat. During the keynote
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session the next morning, participants were asked to take out the motes, and
switch them on. The motes then formed a multi -hop communication
infrastructure, showing up in real time on the main screen. Commercial
analysts in 2003, seeing the success of these academic demonstrations,
started seeing a commercial potential in this technology.

SmartMesh IP
As a response to the success and potential of the Smart Dust design ,
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) started looking at
the opportunity and came out in 2003 with the first version of IEEE 802.15.4.
This standard defines both the physical and medium access communication
layers, and it is arguably the standard with the most influence on low -power
mesh technology. The IEEE 802.15.4 sta ndard has kept evolving, with
revisions in 2006 and 2011. Low-power mesh technology is particularly
suited for industrial process applications, where the cost of connecting wired
sensors is a real barrier. Their wireless counterparts, however, need to be
able to provide wired-like reliability and multiyear battery lifetime. An early
response was the proprietary Time Synchronized Mesh Protocol (TSMP) [4].
Through time synchronization, motes only turn on their radio when they
are scheduled to transmit or receive, resulting in ultra-low-power operation.
Following the success of TSMP, in 2008, its core ideas were standardized in
WirelessHART, the wireless extension of the longstanding wired HART
protocol, ubiquitous in industrial process applications. WirelessHART, which
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is now instantiated as IEC 62591, uses IEEE 802.15.4 -compliant radios. In
2012, the IEEE 802.15.4e amendment was published, which replace d the
MAC protocol of IEEE 802.15.4 to adopt the core ideas of time
synchronization, time slotting, and channel hopping inherent to TSMP and
WirelessHART. In addition, the IEEE 802.15.4e standard provided the
foundation for the SmartMesh IP protocol stack, and thus the birth of
SmartMesh IP [4].
In summary, the University of California-Berkeley professor Kris Pister
not only led the Smart Dust project and formed the company Dust Networks,
but he and his team also invented many hardware, software, and Internet-ofThings (IoT)-related designs including a low-power, self-forming, and IEEE
802.15.4e-based mesh of nodes or motes having the hardware and firmware
necessary to form a reliable and secure wireless network with collision-free
communication – that is, two pairs of motes will never transmit at the same
time or at the same frequency – resulting in a potentially full utilization of the
available bandwidth, Timeslotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) – that is, all the
motes in the network are synchronized to the same time base (time is sliced
up into time slots, and a communication schedule instructs each mote what
to do in each slot: transmit, receive, or sleep), and an end -to-end delivery
ratio of over 99.99%: this is the SmartMesh IP technology.
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Chapter 2 : Overview of SmartMesh IP

What is SmartMesh IP?
SmartMesh IP is an innovative way to connect smart devices with
advanced network management and comprehensive security features.
SmartMesh IP delivers reliable, scalable, and energy efficient wireless
sensor connectivity. Using up to 8 times less power than other solutions,
SmartMesh IP has become the industry’s most energy -efficient wireless
mesh sensing technology even in harsh an d dynamically changing RF
environments. Therefore, it is an excellent way to create a smart low -power
network infrastructure.
Based upon the wireless IEEE 802.15.4e standard, SmartMesh IP
creates full-mesh networks, sometimes referred to as “mesh -to-the-edge”
networks. SmartMesh IP networks use a “triple -play” of wireless mesh
technologies—time diversity, frequency diversity, and physical diversity —to
assure reliability, resiliency, scalability, power source flexibility, and ease -ofuse. At the core, this technology is an intelligent mesh network with
advanced algorithms and power saving technologies that enable powerful
features not available from other WSN providers [6].
The SmartMesh network architecture is based on Time Synchronized
Mesh Protocol (TSMP). TSMP is a full networking stack that is compatible
with the IEEE 2.4 GHz 802.15.4 2006 radio standard. TSMP is a building
block of the ISA100.11a standard from the International Society of
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Automation. The TSMP includes a Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH)
media access layer (MAC). TSCH works by dividing time into slots and
providing a mechanism to map time slots to channels with a pre -assigned
hopping sequence [6].
SmartMesh IP networks provide redundant routing to the network
gateway or manager as every node in the mesh network has the same
routing capabilities. Each node can receive data from any other network node
that is within range, and it can transmit data to any other network node that
is within range. If one path to the network gateway fails, the network nodes
will immediately detect it and reroute through another. Individual nodes make
routing decisions based upon nodes’ availability, proximity to the network
gateway, and current traffic load. This makes the network self -forming and
self-healing as no single node represents the only path to the gateway as
shown in Figure 2-1 below. This, as shown in Figure 2-2 below, also makes
mesh networks highly scalable as devices can transmit data over long
distances by passing data through intermediate devices to re ach more
distant ones, with no need for centralized control or a high -power transmitter
or receiver that is able to communicate with all of the networked devices [6].
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Figure 2-1: Multi-node SmartMesh IP network

Figure 2-2: SmartMesh IP network illustrating easy mote joining
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SmartMesh IP Network Gateway/Manager
As shown in Figure 2-2 above, a SmartMesh IP network consists of a
SmartMesh IP gateway/manager and one or more SmartMesh IP motes. The
SmartMesh IP manager has several roles in the network. The first task of the
SmartMesh IP manager is to build a schedule which accommodates the
motes’ traffic requirements, while staying as sparse as possible to keep the
motes’ energy consumption low. At any time, a mot e can send a “service
request” to the manager; a service request is an application-layer packet
which contains a declaration of the amount of data the mote is about to
produce (for instance, “one packet every 800ms”) [4]. The manager then
modifies the network schedule to satisfy this request, indicates to the
appropriate subset of motes their updated schedule, and notifies the
requester that the service was granted.
Moreover, motes can modify the service they are allocated at any time.
To keep the power consumption of the network as low as possible, it is
important that the motes request the service which corresponds to the data
they send.
The second task of the SmartMesh IP manager is to maintain the
communication in the network flowing when topological changes happen ,
such as when motes do not move; given the nature of wireless, it is normal
that some “good” links become “bad” and some “bad” links become “good”
[4]. Consequently, each mote in the network periodically sends information
containing statistics about the links they have been using , and the motes
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they are not talking to but are in the vicinity. Based on this information, the
manager can, for example, change the routing parent of a mote. At all times,
all motes in the network should have at least 2 routing parents, which yields
multi-hop path diversity and therefore increases the net work’s reliability. The
manager can also react to infrequent events, such as a new mote joining, a
mote disappearing, or a link being broken.
The third task of the SmartMesh IP manager is to connect the
SmartMesh IP network to the outside world. As shown in Figure 2-3 below,
the manager has a Command Line Interface (CLI), a serial port to which a
human can connect a computer and execute commands [4]. This can be used
to retrieve the complete state of the network and is useful for debugging. The
main interface of the SmartMesh IP manager is its Serial Application
Programming Interface (API), running on an HDLC (High-Level Data Link
Control)-enabled serial port typically connected t o a computer application.
Through the API, the computer application can instruct the manager to send
a packet to the motes in the network. The manager also uses this interface to
publish received data and notification of different events in the network.
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Figure 2-3: A typical SmartMesh IP topology

SmartMesh IP Mote
As depicted in Figure 2-4 below, the SmartMesh IP mote consists of a
protocol stack, a set of drivers to the different peripherals depicted in Figure
2-5 below, and an application [4]. The mote can sample sensor data, send
that data through the SmartMesh IP network to some IPv6 address (possibly
the manager), and react to data received from some IPv6 address (possibly
the manager). Two use cases are currently supported:
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As depicted in Figure 2-4(a), the mote comes with a default application which
implements a protocol like CoAP and which allows an Internet host to send
commands to set General-Purpose Inputs/Outputs (GPIOs), sample
temperature periodically, and so on. This mode of operation of the default
application is called “master mode.”
As depicted in Figure 2-4(b), the mote’s default application can be
switched to “slave mode.” In this mode, the application logic which joins the
SmartMesh IP network and responds to commands is disabled and replaced
by an application which listens to the API port. Furthermore, a Serial API is
defined, and this allows an external micro-controller to drive the SmartMesh
IP mote’s protocol stack and send or receive packets over the network. In
this case, the external micro-controller does sensor acquisition and
interaction with the actuator and uses the LTC5800 chip as a communication only slave device.

Figure 2-4: The SmartMesh IP mote and the two ways it can be used
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LTC5800
LTC5800 is the chip at the heart of SmartMesh IP devices. It is a
System-on-Chip solution which features a 32-bit Cortex-M3 ARM microcontroller and an IEEE 802.15.4-compliant radio in a 72-pin 10mm × 10mm
Quad-Flat No-leads (QFN) package. As depicted in Figure 2-5 below, it
features a hardware MAC engine, which allows MAC related operations to be
done at a lower power consumption than using a micro -controller [4].

Figure 2-5: The LTC5800 chip used in SmartMesh IP

The LTC5800 peripherals include internal sensors (temperature, supply
voltage) as well as interfaces to external sensors (ADC, SPI, I2C, 1-Wire),
and an HDLC-enabled UART. Finally, a Command Line Interface (CLI) serial
interface allows a user to interact with the SmartMesh IP stack.
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Additionally, Table 2-1 below lists the amount of current drawn by the
LTC5800 chip when transmitting or receiving. This is the current drawn when
the chip is continuously receiving or transmitting [4].
Table 2-1: Current draw of the LTC5800 chip
Current type

Current drawn

Reception Current

4.5mA

Transmission Current @ 0dBm

5.4mA

Transmission Current @ +8dBm

9.7mA

The SmartMesh IP stack which runs on the LTC5800 chip turns the
radio off most of the time, and radio duty cycles below 1% are commonplace.
The average current drawn depends on the activity of the mote: the more
packets it is generating and forwarding, the more its radio is on, hence the
more current it draws. The activity of a mote depends on its location inside
the network (whether it has many routing children), the amount of data the
motes are generating, and the quality of the wireless links (which impacts the
number of retransmissions). The Power and Performance Estimator is a tool
which allows one to predict this average power consumption. F or example, in
a realistic 100-mote network, the average current consumption varies
between 17.7μA for a 4-hop deep leaf mote and 34.2μA for a 1-hop mote,
when all motes report 80 bytes of application payload every 30 seconds.
Using a typical pair of Lithium AA batteries (with a 2200mAh charge), this
translates into lifetimes of 14 years and 7 years, respectively [4].
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Advantages of SmartMesh IP
The SmartMesh IP technology offers a variety of advantages including
the following [6]:
1. Ultra-low power consumption
2. Deterministic power management and optimization
3. Auto-forming mesh technology for a self -healing and self-sustaining
network
4. Dynamic bandwidth support along with load balancing and optimization
5. Network management and configuration
6. Zero-collision low-power packet exchange
7. Scalability to large, dense, and deep networks
8. Nodes know precisely when to talk, lis ten, or sleep.
9. Packet exchanges are synchronized.
10. No packets collide on the network.
11. Every packet is scheduled and synchronized for energy efficiency with no
extra preamble on the transmitter side or guard interval time on the
receiver side.
12. Multiple transmissions can occur simultaneously, increasing network
bandwidth.
13. Automatically change of channels to avoid inevitable packet collisions .
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14. Networks can be both dense and scalable without creating debilitating RF
interferences.
15. Extreme Robustness and Resilience: when combined with redundant
routing capabilities, channel hopping gives a SmartMesh IP network
99.99% data reliability, even in the most challenging RF environments.
16. Extra-long (more than 10 years) Battery Life: SmartMesh IP devices sleep
at ultra-low power between scheduled communications, typically resulting
in a duty cycle of less than 1%. Nodes know precisely when to talk,
listen, or sleep, and data packets won’t collide on the network. Unlike
other mesh technologies, no power and time -consuming path rediscovery
is required.
17. Reliable Security: SmartMesh IP networks are among the most secure
mesh networks available. All traffic in a SmartMesh IP network is
protected by end-to-end encryption, message integrity checking, and
device authentication. Additionally, the SmartMesh IP network manager
contains applications that enable the secure joining of the network, key
establishment, and key exchange. Using 128-bit AES-based encryption
with multiple keys, SmartMesh IP also includes Message Integrity Check
(MIC) to protect transmitted data with message authentication codes ,
automatic synchronized key changeovers , and device authentication.
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SmartMesh IP Real-world Applications
Over 30,000 Dust Networks Time Synchronized Channel Hopping
networks (which include SmartMesh IP products) have already been
deployed in over 120 countries [4]. They are used for applications ranging
from data centers and oil refineries to museums, mines, chemical plants, city
streets, trains, and steel mills. This success indicates that the idea of Time
Synchronized Channel Hopping is particular ly suitable for ultra-reliable lowpower mesh technology. This section highlights 4 real -world examples.
Refinery Process Control
Chevron, a United States-based energy giant, uses SmartMesh -based
low-power wireless mesh networks to monitor oil extraction and refining
facilities. These networks are often deployed in harsh environments (due to
hazardous temperatures and chemicals, or the risk of explosion) where it is
impossible to run conduit for wired sensors. Additionally, wireless enables
monitoring of rotating structures and mobile operators. For one deployment,
wireless networks were installed in various locations around a large refining
facility. To gather the data to a centralized control center, an IEEE 802.11a
Wi-Fi mesh was used as the backhaul connection for each network manager.
This allowed the low-power sensor devices to report to their local manager
where data was aggregated and reliably shuttled along. This deployment
represents a powerful fusion between the two standards (IEEE 802.11a and
IEEE 802.15.4e) [4].
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Energy Monitoring
Vigilent provides intelligent energy management systems for indoor
environments such as data centers where environmental control is critical. As
increased temperatures at any location in the data center can cause
equipment failures, air conditioning is often run continuously at full power,
wasting energy. Facilities managers are reluctant to jeopardize their internal
networks, so Vigilent deploys wireless devices that do not interfere with
regular operation. The facilities are also sensitive to security, so the wireless
protocol is required to have end-to-end encryption of all packets and
additional security at the network manager [4].
Remote Monitoring
Professor Steven Glaser and his University of California -Berkeley team
headed by Dr. Branko Kerkez and Ziran Zhang are studying California’s
snowpack to better understand how the water resulting from the melting snow
ends up in the state’s rivers, lakes, and underground water reservoirs. They
have deployed more than 300 sensors at 23 measurement locations with a
network of 57 wireless nodes collecting and transmi tting data for a one-half
square mile region of the Kings River Experimental Watershed - a remote,
vertically precipitous, forested, headwater catchment in the southern Sierras
[4].
Smart Cities
Streetline is a smart parking provider that monitors the real -time
availability of urban parking spaces. Vehicle detectors are installed
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underneath parking spaces, inside the pavement , and flush with the roadway.
This brings challenges, as the antenna for the sensor device is located
underground and then covered by a metal vehicle when the space is
occupied. Wireless path diversity is essential as different vehicle positions
change the path quality between device pairs. Streetline installs e levated
repeater devices on nearby streetlamps to obtain line -of-sight to each ground
sensor. These repeaters form a multi -hop mesh to collect all the occupancy
data to the local network manager, where it gets aggregated into a citywide
database available to customers and enforcement agencies. Wireless
technology is critical for this application because it is intractable to wire
sensors to each space, and low-power wireless decreases the frequency of
battery changes [4].
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Chapter 3 : Project Background, Objective, Approach, and Tools

Project Background and Objective
This project is the theme of my master’s thesis at St. Cloud State
University. I am planning on designing a full SmartMesh IP network
embedded and IoT system which can be used to perform real -world
applications in which the SmartMesh IP Mote’s On -Chip SDK is used to
gather the temperature data from a temperature sensor. Then, the mot e
wirelessly transmits that temperature data to either a nearby mote or network
manager that monitors and manages network performance and security, and
exchanges data with a host application that I plan on designing and
implementing within the Microsoft Visual Studio C# integrated development
environment (IDE).
Thus, on the software side, this system that I am designing will be
made up of two programs (the On-Chip SDK and the C# GUI application); on
the hardware side, there will be at least one mote and one network manager
communicating together in order to implement a basic SmartMesh IP
network, and at least two motes communicating with one another and with
the network manager in order to implement a full SmartMesh IP network as
shown in Figure 3-1 below.
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Figure 3-1: A full SmartMesh IP Network

Project Goals
Here are my project goals:
•

Design and develop a SmartMesh IP system for teaching and research
purposes at St. Cloud State University,

•

Develop lab procedures for two senior elective classes at St. Cloud State
University. The lab procedures are for network manager and mote
configuration, and operation control of the embedded system on the mote.

•

Test the performance of SmartMesh IP systems with several configurations.

Project Approach
To achieve a full SmartMesh IP network, this project may include up to
4 main communication interfaces, as shown and described below:
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Figure 3-2: A detailed view of a full SmartMesh IP Network
Microprocessor-to-Sensor Interface
In this interface, I plan on using the SmartMesh IP Mote’s built-in ARM
Cortex-M3 microprocessor to perform various sensor-oriented and signal
processing data acquisition tasks.

Mote-to-Mote Interface
In this interface, I plan on having a mote transmit data to another mote
over the air through the SmartMesh IP communication protocol in order to
prove out the concept of relay transmission in which the data from a mote is
not directly transmitted to the network manager but, rather, the data from this
mote is first sent to another mote, and this latter mote then sends that data
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to the network manager. This concept is important and necessary for
increasing the coverage area of the SmartMesh IP network.

Mote-to-Network Manager Interface
In this interface, at least one mote sends data directly to the network
manager over the air through the SmartMesh IP communication protocol , and
vice-versa.

Network Manager-to-Computer Interface
In this interface, the network manager is connected through USB to a
computer which can retrieve all the data received by the network manager
and perform various types of signal processing tasks such as data plotting on
a graphical user interface (GUI).

SmartMesh IP Serial Port Interfaces
Each SmartMesh IP device (network manager or mote) has 2 serial
port interfaces called Command Line Interface (CLI) and Application
Programming Interface (API). On one hand, the CLI can be accessed through
a terminal program (such as Tera Term or PuTTY). The CLI is intended for
human interaction with the SmartMesh IP device; for example, during
development to observe various traces. System parameters such as Network
ID can be configured through the CLI. System and network status information
can also be retrieved via this interface. On a SmartMesh IP network
manager, CLI access is protected with username/password login
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authentication that may be changed by the user. As shown in Figure 3-3
below, the default CLI login for a SmartMesh IP network manager is user.

Figure 3-3: Accessing the CLI of a network manager

On the other hand, the API provides a programmatic interface for
interacting with the network. Host applications use the API to communicate
with the manager. The embedded API port operates at 115200 baud, 8 data
bits, no parity, 1 stop bit.
In summary, after a SmartMesh IP device (network manager or more)
has been successfully plugged in to a computer, four consecutive serial ports
get created on the computer. The user can interact with each device over two
different serial ports:
•

The CLI serial port. The user can utilize a third -party serial terminal
software (such as Tera Term or PuTTY) to connect to it.

•

The API serial port. The user can utilize SmartMeshSDK-based
applications to connect to it.
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The table in Figure 3-4 below indicates the mapping of the different
serial ports, and their settings. For example, suppose the four consecutive
serial ports that got created on the computer after plugging a SmartMesh IP
device are COM20, COM21, COM22 and COM23. In the table below, the
"third" port is COM22 and the "fourth" is COM23.

Figure 3-4: Mapping of the CLI and API ports

The SmartMesh IP Serial API protocol is a HDLC (High-Level Data Link
Control) packet-based communication protocol used to enable
communications over an asynchronous serial port. By default, the protocol
runs over RS232 at 115kbps, 8 bits, no parity, 1 stop bit. RTS/CTS hardware
handshaking is used.
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Project Components and Development Tools
DC2274A-A SmartMesh IP USB Manager

Figure 3-5: DC2274A-A SmartMesh IP USB Manager

The DC2274A-A USB demo board serves as a network manager for a
SmartMesh IP™ wireless sensor network. With its compact USB dongle form
factor, the DC2274A-A, along with SmartMesh IP wireless nodes, makes it
easy to rapidly deploy a wireless mesh network for field trials and to
accelerate sensor product development. Moreover, the DC2274A -A
SmartMesh IP USB Manager incorporates the LTP5902 -IPM SmartMesh IP
Module, running EManager firmware with 100 -mote network capacity, and
provides a USB connection for both power and software access to the
manager API UART and CLI UART ports. The DC2274A-A USB Network
Manager is available individually or as part of the DC9021B SmartMesh IP
Starter Kit, which includes five wireless mesh nodes. With a SmartMesh IP
Starter Kit, a user can setup a wireless mesh network in minutes and quickly
evaluate the network performance in their own application environment.
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DC9018B-B SmartMesh IP RF Certified Mote

Figure 3-6: DC9018B-B SmartMesh IP RF Certified Mote

SmartMesh IP Networks are populated by motes, the nodes on the
network. Based on the breakthrough Eterna® technology, the motes are
ultra-low power, extending battery life to years an d many times that of
alternative products. In addition to extra -long battery life, the motes feature
an advanced array of features. A DC9018B -B mote incorporates the RFCertified LTP5902-IPM SmartMesh IP Mote PCB Module (including the
MMCX antenna connector) and a CR2032 coin cell.

Computer
A computer with the following features is to be used:
a. USB capability
b. Microsoft Visual Studio C# Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
c. Python
d. TeraTerm hyperterminal
e. IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM
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Chapter 4 : SmartMesh IP Devices Configuration

One milestone that I have achieved this semester i s the designing of a
SmartMesh IP Devices Configuration platform which can be used to fully
configure a SmartMesh IP network manager and a SmartMesh IP mote . This
platform is mainly software oriented. On the hardware side, the user simply
needs to plug in the SmartMesh IP devices (network manager and mote) to a
computer as shown in Figure 4-1 below. Note that the mote needs to be
plugged in to a computer using a DC9021B-05 programmer board and a USB
cable.

Figure 4-1: SmartMesh IP Network Manager and Mote being configured
On the software side, the SmartMesh IP Devices Configuration GUI
program is written in the C# language, its project name is
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‘Network_Manager_GUI’, and it is made up of 9 classes (AccessPoint.cs,
Auto_Connection.cs, CommandLineExecute.cs, Common.cs,
LoadFirmware.cs, Mote.cs, Network_Manager_GUI.cs, NetworkManager.cs,
and Serial_Port_settings.cs) of which the main class is
‘Network_Manager_GUI.cs. This program has been designed to facilitate the
configuration process of the SmartMesh IP network manager and mote. To
achieve this facilitation, the GUI is made up of various types of controls
which allow the user to perform certain tasks. To get a greater understanding
of this GUI, I will present the GUI controls and their function later.

Configuration Software Main GUI Form
First, let’s look at the configuration software main GUI form shown in
Figure 4-2 below.

Figure 4-2: Configuration Software Main GUI Form
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Configuration Software Flowchart

Figure 4-3: Configuration Software Flowchart
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Configuration Software CLI Serial Port Settings
The serial port settings are shown in Figure 4-4 below:

Figure 4-4: Configuration Software CLI Serial Port Settings
To assign the serial/COM CLI port for a SmartMesh IP device, the user
can simply click on the PortName box shown in Figure 4-4 above and choose
the proper port from the list of available ports . Once all the settings have
been assigned, the user should press the “Apply Settings” button for the
settings to take effect. For example, Figures 4-5, 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8 below
show the steps involved in configuring the CLI serial port settings for
connecting to the SmartMesh IP Network Manager:

Figure 4-5: Selecting “Network_Manager” as the device type
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Figure 4-6: Opening the serial port settings GUI

Figure 4-7: Configuring the serial port settings

Figure 4-8: Network Manager and Configuration Software GUI are connected
Please note that the above steps shown in Figures 4-5 through 4-8 can
also be adapted to get the SmartMesh IP Mote connected to the
Configuration Software GUI.
Network Manager Default Firmware Load
The configuration software GUI can also be used to load the default
firmware on the SmartMesh IP Network Manager. The default firmware
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resources have been embedded in the configuration software as shown in
Figure 4-9 below:

Figure 4-9: Default firmware files embedded in the configuration software
Figures 4-10, 4-11, 4-12, and 4-13 below show the steps involved in
loading the default firmware on the SmartMesh IP Network Manager. To
avoid confusion, before performing these steps, please make sure that the
SmartMesh IP Network Manager is the only SmartMesh IP device plugged in
to the computer running this default firmware load software.

Figure 4-10: Opening the default firmware load GUI
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Figure 4-11: Starting the default firmware load on the Network Manager

Figure 4-12: Loading the default firmware on the Network Manager
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Figure 4-13: Successful default firmware load on the Network Manager

Mote Default Firmware Load
The configuration software GUI can also be used to load the default
firmware on the SmartMesh IP Mote. Figures 4-14, 4-15, 4-16, and 4-17
below show the steps involved in loading the default firmware on the
SmartMesh IP Mote. To avoid confusion, before performing these steps,
please make sure that the SmartMesh IP Mote is the only SmartMesh IP
device plugged in to the computer running this default firmware load
software, and also make sure that the SmartMesh IP Mote’s power switch is
set to ON.

Figure 4-14: Opening the default firmware load GUI
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Figure 4-15: Starting the default firmware load on the Mote

Figure 4-16: Loading the default firmware on the Mote
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Figure 4-17: Successful default firmware load on the Mote

Access Point Default Firmware Load
The configuration software GUI can also be used to load the default
firmware on the SmartMesh IP Access Point shown in Figure 4-18 below:

Figure 4-18: DC2274A-B SmartMesh IP Access Point
Figures 4-19, 4-20, 4-21, and 4-22 below show the steps involved in
loading the default firmware on the SmartMesh IP Access Point. To avoid
confusion, before performing these steps, plea se make sure that the
SmartMesh IP Access Point is the only SmartMesh IP device plugged in to
the computer running this default firmware load software.
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Figure 4-19: Opening the default firmware load GUI

Figure 4-20: Starting the default firmware load on the Access Point

Figure 4-21: Loading the default firmware on the Access Point
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Figure 4-22: Successful default firmware load on the Access Point

Configuration Software GUI Controls
Again, let’s look at the configuration software main GUI form shown in
Figure 4-23 below.

Figure 4-23: Configuration Software Main GUI Form
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As shown in Figure 4-23 above, the configuration software GUI is made
up of multiple controls such as buttons, textboxes, combo boxes, and labels
which are meant to help the user effectively, efficiently, and conveniently
interact with the GUI to configure the SmartMesh IP devices . Now let’s look
at each GUI control individually and in detail.

GUI Control #1: Serial Port Settings button

Figure 4-24: The GUI’s Serial Port Settings button
The Serial Port Settings button is used to configure the serial port
settings for getting the SmartMesh IP Network Manager or Mote to connect to
the configuration software GUI.

GUI Control #2: Firmware button

Figure 4-25: The GUI’s Firmware button
The Firmware button is used to access the load firmware button.

GUI Control #3: Load Firmware button

Figure 4-26: The GUI’s Load Firmware button
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The Load Firmware button is used to open the firmware load GUI which
is used to load the default firmware on the SmartMesh IP Network Manager,
Mote, or Access Point.

GUI Control #4: Disconnect Devices button

Figure 4-27: The GUI’s Disconnect Devices button
The Disconnect Devices button is used to terminate the serial port
communication between the SmartMesh IP Network Manager /Mote and the
configuration software GUI, thus disconnecting all SmartMesh IP devices
from the configuration software GUI. This feature is helpful when the user
wants to access the serial port interface of the SmartMesh IP Network
Manager/Mote through a third-party application such as TeraTerm.

GUI Control #5: Serial Port Connection Status label

Figure 4-28: The GUI’s Serial Port Connection Status label
The Serial Port Connection Status label is used to indicate whether a
SmartMesh IP Network Manager or Mote is connected to the configuration
software GUI or not.
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GUI Control #6: Input Screen textbox

Figure 4-29: The GUI’s Input Screen textbox
The Input Screen textbox is used to enter any compatible CLI
command to be executed on a SmartMesh IP device. Once the user has
entered a valid CLI command in the Input Screen textbox, he/she can then
press the Send Data button to execute the entered command.

GUI Control #7: Output Screen textbox

Figure 4-30: The GUI’s Output Screen textbox
The Output Screen textbox is used to display a log of the events. This
log includes the results of CLI commands execution.
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Connecting to a SmartMesh IP device
GUI Control #8: Connection buttons

Figure 4-31: The GUI’s Connection buttons
The Connection buttons are used to establish the serial port
communication between the SmartMesh IP Network Manager and Mote and
the configuration software GUI.
Note: If the Connection task fails, the user may need to first load the
default firmware on the SmartMesh IP Network Manager or Mote. Once the
default firmware load is successful, the user should now be able to
successfully run the Connection task provided that he/she chooses the proper
CLI Serial (COM) Port from the GUI’s COM Port Box.

Table 4-1: CLI commands behind the Connection buttons

CLI commands

Network Manager

Mote

“login user”

“info”

GUI Control #9: COM Port Box combo boxes

Figure 4-32: The GUI’s COM Port Box combo boxes
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The COM Port Box combo boxes are used to choose which COM
(serial) ports to get the configuration software GUI connected to the
SmartMesh IP Network Manager and Mote.

Table 4-2: CLI commands behind the COM Port Box combo boxes

CLI commands

Network Manager

Mote

“login user”

“info”

GUI Control #10: Restart buttons

Figure 4-33: The GUI’s Restart buttons
The Restart buttons are used to power-cycle the SmartMesh IP
Network Manager and Mote. Before restarting a SmartMesh IP Network
Manager or Mote, the user should first plug in the SmartMesh IP device to a
computer running the SmartMesh IP Configuration software, then run the
Connection task. Once this task is successfully run, the user can now restart
the SmartMesh IP device.

Table 4-3: CLI commands behind the Restart buttons

CLI commands

Network Manager

Mote

“reset system”

“reset”
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GUI Control #11: Factory Reset buttons

Figure 4-34: The GUI’s Factory Reset buttons
The Factory Reset buttons are used to set all the settings of the
SmartMesh IP Network Manager and Mote to default. Before factory-resetting
a SmartMesh IP Network Manager or Mote, the user should first plug in the
SmartMesh IP device to a computer running the SmartMesh IP Configuration
software, then run the Connection task. Once this task is successfully run, the
user can now factory-reset the SmartMesh IP device.

Table 4-4: CLI commands behind the Factory Reset buttons

CLI commands

Network Manager

Mote

“exec restore”

“restore”

Assigning the mode of a SmartMesh IP Mote
GUI Control #12: Mode combo box

Figure 4-35: The GUI’s Mode combo box
The Mode combo box is used to assign the mode (master or slave) of
the SmartMesh IP Mote. Before assigning the mode (master or slave) of a
SmartMesh IP Mote, the user should first plug in the SmartMesh IP Mote to a
computer running the SmartMesh IP Configuration software, then run the
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Connection task. Once this task is successfully run, the user can now assign
the mode (master or slave) of the SmartMesh IP Mote.
Note: If assigning the mode of a mote fails, the user may need to first
load the default firmware on the mote as shown in section 4.5 of this report.
Once the default firmware load is successful, the user should now be able to
assign the mode (master or slave) of the mote.
Table 4-5: CLI commands behind the Mode combo box
Mote
CLI commands

“set mode”, “get mode”

GUI Control #13: AutoJoin combo box

Figure 4-36: The GUI’s AutoJoin combo box
The AutoJoin combo box is used to turn on or off the autojoin feature
of the SmartMesh IP Mote. Before turning on or off the autojoin feature of a
SmartMesh IP Mote, the user should first plug in the SmartMesh IP Mote to a
computer running the SmartMesh IP Configuration software, then run the
Connection task. Once this task is successfully run, the user can now turn on
or off the autojoin feature of the SmartMesh IP Mote.
Table 4-6: CLI commands behind the AutoJoin combo box
Mote
CLI commands

“mset autojoin”, “mget autojoin”
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GUI Control #14: Radiotest combo boxes

Figure 4-37: The GUI’s Radiotest combo boxes
The Radiotest combo boxes are used to turn on or off the radiotest
feature of the SmartMesh IP Network Manager and Mote . Before turning on
or off the radiotest feature of a SmartMesh IP Network Manager or Mote, the
user should first plug in the SmartMesh IP device to a computer running the
SmartMesh IP Configuration software, then run the Connection task. Once this
task is successfully run, the user can now turn on or off the radiotest feature
of the SmartMesh IP device.
Table 4-7: CLI commands behind the Radiotest combo boxes

CLI commands

Network Manager

Mote

“radiotest”, “show status”

“radiotest”

Setting and getting the Network ID value
GUI Control #15: Set and Get Network ID buttons

Figure 4-38: The GUI’s Set and Get Network ID buttons
The Set and Get Network ID buttons are respectively used to assign and
view the Network ID values displayed in the Network ID textboxes of the
SmartMesh IP Network Manager and Mote. The default Network ID value is
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1229. Any integer between 1 and 65534 can be used for the Network ID.
Before setting or getting the Network ID value on a SmartMesh IP Network
Manager or Mote, the user should first plug in the SmartMesh IP device to a
computer running the SmartMesh IP Configuration software, then run the
Connection task. Once this task is successfully run, the user can now set or
get (view) the Network ID value.
Table 4-8: CLI commands behind the Set and Get Network ID buttons
Network Manager

Mote

Set Network ID CLI commands

“set config netid=”

“mset netid”

Get Network ID CLI commands

“mget netid”

“mget netid”

Setting the Join Key value
GUI Control #16: Set Join Key buttons

Figure 4-39: The GUI’s Set Join Key buttons
The Set Join Key buttons are used to assign the Join Key values
displayed in the Join Key textboxes of the SmartMesh IP Network Manager
and Mote. The default Join Key value is 00000000000000000000000000000000
(that is, 32 0s). The Join Key can be any 32-character value such as
000102030405060708090A0B0C0D0E0F .
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Table 4-9: CLI commands behind the Set Join Key buttons

CLI commands

Network Manager

Mote

“set config commonjoinkey=”

“mset jkey”

GUI Control #17: Device combo box

Figure 4-40: The GUI’s Device combo box
The Device combo box is used to set the device type to either Network
Manager or Mote.
GUI Control #18: Task Outcome Name textbox

Figure 4-41: The GUI’s Task Outcome Name textbox
The Task Outcome Name textbox is used to display the current task's
name such as NA, CONNECTION, RESTART, FACTORYRESET, MODE,
AUTOJOIN, RADIOTEST, FIRMWARELOAD, SET_NETWORKID,
GET_NETWORKID, SET_JOINKEY, and so on, as defined in Figure 4-42
below.

Figure 4-42: The various task names defined in the Common class
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GUI Control #19: Task Outcome Status textbox

Figure 4-43: The GUI’s Task Outcome Status textbox
The Task Outcome Status textbox is used to display the current task's
status such as NA, STARTED, CANCELED, and COMPLETED as defined in
Figure 4-44 below.

Figure 4-44: The various task status defined in the Variables class

GUI Control #20: Task Outcome Result textbox

Figure 4-45: The GUI’s Task Outcome Result textbox
The Task Outcome Result textbox is used to display the current task's
result such as NA, SUCCESSFUL, UNSUCCESSFUL as defined in Figure 446 below.

Figure 4-46: The various task results defined in the Variables class

GUI Control #21: Task Outcome Info Message textbox

Figure 4-47: The GUI’s Task Outcome Info Message textbox
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The Task Outcome Info Message textbox is used to display a message
related to the current task.
GUI Control #22: Task Outcome Status image

Figure 4-48: The GUI’s Task Outcome Status image
The Task Outcome Status image is used to display the current task's
status and result in the form of an image according to Table 4-10 below.
Table 4-10: Functionality of the status image
Task’s Status

Task’s Result

Status Image

NA (that is, not available)

none

No image

STARTED

none

CANCELED

none

COMPLETED

SUCCESSFUL

COMPLETED

UNSUCCESSFUL

GUI Control #23: Task Outcome Timer label

Figure 4-49: The GUI’s Task Outcome Timer label
The Task Outcome Timer label is used to display the elapsed time of
the current or last-executed task.
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Configuration Software GUI Results
Now let’s look at the results obtained by executing some tasks on the
configuration software GUI.
Performing the Connection task on the Mote

Figure 4-50: Performing the Connection task on the Mote
Performing the Connection task on the Network Manager

Figure 4-51: Performing the Connection task on the Network Manager
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Performing the Get Network ID task on the Network Manager

Figure 4-52: Performing the Get Network ID task on the Network Manager
Assigning the mode of the Mote to slave

Figure 4-53: Assigning the mode of the Mote to slave
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Loading the default firmware on the Network Manager

Figure 4-54: Loading the default firmware on the Network Manager
Note: If for some reason the network manager’s LED is not turned on
when plugged in to a computer as shown in Figure 4-55 below, then that is
an indication that the network manager needs to be loaded with the default
firmware, as shown in Figure 4-54 above. Once the default firmware has
been loaded on the network manager, its LED will be turned on as shown in
Figure 4-56 below.
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Figure 4-55: Network Manager’s LED is off

Figure 4-56: Network Manager’s LED is on
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Loading the default firmware on the Mote

Figure 4-57: Loading the default firmware on the Mote

Configuration Software Analysis and Discussion
As stated earlier, one milestone that I have achieved is the design of a
SmartMesh IP Devices Configuration platform which can be used to fully
configure a SmartMesh IP network manager and a SmartMesh IP mote .
Furthermore, this platform can also be used to load the default firmware on
the SmartMesh IP network manager, mote, and access point. Therefore, here
are some tasks which I have successfully completed so far within the
SmartMesh IP Devices Configuration GUI that I desig ned:
1. The network manager’s and mote’s serial port settings can be
independently assigned, viewed, or reset to default.
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2. Both the network manager and mote can be independently and fully
accessed and configured.
3. Both the network manager and mote can be independently restarted, and
factory reset.
4. Both the network manager’s and mote’s Network ID and Join Key values
can be independently set.
5. Both the network manager’s and mote’s Network ID values can be
independently retrieved and viewed.
6. CLI commands can also be typed-in by the user and sent to either the
network manager or mote.
7. The proper firmware can be independently loaded on the network
manager, mote, or access point.
Again, the main goal of this project is to design a full SmartMesh IP
network embedded and IoT system which can be used to perform real -world
applications in which, through C programming, an external micro-controller
digitizes the ambient temperature data outputted by an analog temperature
sensor and sends the digitized ambient temperature data to a SmartMesh IP
mote via HDLC-enabled UART. Then, the mote wirelessly transmits that data
to either a nearby mote or network manager that monitors and manages
network performance and security, and exchanges data with a host
application that I plan on designing and implementing within the Microsoft
Visual Studio C# integrated development environment (IDE) .
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Thus, on the software side, this system that I am designing will be
made up of two programs (the firmware developed in C and the GUI
application developed in C#); on the hardware side, there will be at least one
mote and one network manager communicating together in order to
implement a basic SmartMesh IP network, and at least two motes
communicating with one another and with the network manager in order to
implement a full SmartMesh IP network.
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Chapter 5 : SmartMesh IP Temperature Logger

Another milestone that I have achieved this semester is the designing
of a SmartMesh IP Temperature Logger platform which can be used to view
the temperature recorded by each mote using the mote’s built-in temperature
sensor.
Firmware Requirement
Table 5-1 below shows which firmware to run on the SmartMesh IP
devices for the SmartMesh IP Temperature Logger platform to perform
accurately.
Table 5-1: SmartMesh IP Temperature Logger Firmware Requirement
Device

Firmware

SmartMesh IP Network Manager

Default Network Manager firmware

SmartMesh IP Mote(s)

Default Mote firmware

On the hardware side, the user needs to plug in the SmartMesh IP
network manager to a computer as shown in Figure 5-1 below, and make
sure that the motes are running in master mode, and make sure that the
motes and the network manager all have the same Network ID and Join Key
values as these parameters are used to establish the SmartMesh IP network.
Please refer to the Configuration Software section of this report on how to
configure the Network ID and Join Key parameters, and how to configure the
motes to operate in master mode.
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Figure 5-1: SmartMesh IP network with 5 motes

As shown in Figure 5-1 above, both Status LEDs on the motes are
turned on, meaning that the motes are successfully joined to the network
manager, thus forming a SmartMesh IP network.
On the software side, for the SmartMesh IP Temperature Logger
software to run properly, the use r is advised to perform some preliminary
work.
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Preliminary Software Work
Firstly, the user should install Python. Once Python is installed, the user
should download and unzip the SmartMeshSDK-1.3.0.1-win folder, and paste
the unzipped SmartMeshSDK-1.3.0.1-win folder at location “C:\Python27” as
shown in Figure 5-2 below [7].

Figure 5-2: Python 2.7 and SmartMeshSDK-1.3.0.1-win folders
Secondly, the user should start the application called
“TempMonitor.exe” within the win folder in the SmartMeshSDK-1.3.0.1-win
folder as shown in Figure 5-3 below.

Figure 5-3: Locating the “TempMonitor.exe” application
As shown in Figure 5-4 below, once the “TempMonitor.exe” application
has started, the user should set the network type to “SmartMesh IP”, then set
the device type to “manager”, then click on “load”.
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Figure 5-4: Configuring the “TempMonitor.exe” application
As shown in Figure 5-5 below, the user should then enter the network
manager’s API port name (the API port name is the last COM port of the 4
consecutive COM ports which get created when the network manager is
plugged in to a computer; in my case it is “COM50”) and click on “co nnect”.

Figure 5-5: Assigning and connecting to the network manager’s API port
As shown in Figure 5-6 below, upon successful connection to the
network manager’s API port, the TempMonitor GUI should display the
temperature data received from each mote. However, the default temperature
sending rate is 30 seconds. That is, in master mode, by default, motes are
configured to send their temperature data to the network manager every 30
seconds. As shown in Figure 5-6 below, the user can change this rate by
entering the desired milliseconds value in the publish rate textbox of each
mote and by clicking on “set” to apply the new value. Also, to view the
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current rate, the user should click on the “get” button. The min imum publish
rate is 1000 milliseconds (1 second).

Figure 5-6: Accessing the temperature data from each mote
Please note that the above steps only need to be done once. Now that
the motes have been properly configured for user-friendly temperature
monitoring, we can then look in detail at the SmartMesh IP
TemperatureLogger GUI. The SmartMesh IP Temperature Logger program is
written in the C# language, and its name is ‘TemperatureLogger.cs’. As soon
as the SmartMesh IP TemperatureLogger GUI has started, this program
starts the Dust TempLogger application, gets it to interact with the plugged-in
network manager via the network manager’s API serial port interface, and
retrieves the collected temperature data from all connected motes, as shown
in Figure 5-7 below.
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Figure 5-7: Running the Dust TempLogger application
The SmartMesh IP Temperature Logger program has been designed to
facilitate the viewing of the motes’ temperature data. To achieve this
facilitation, the GUI is made up of various types of controls which allow the
user to take a quick look at the motes’ temperature data. To get a greater
understanding of this GUI, I will present the GUI controls and their function
later.
Temperature Logger Software Main GUI Form
To start the TemperatureLogger GUI, the user should first get the
network manager connected to the SmartMesh IP main GUI by running the
“Connection” task as the successful execution of this task enables access to
the ”Applications” button which grants access to the button for starting the
“Temperature Logger” GUI, as shown in Figure 5-8 below.
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Figure 5-8: Enabling the “Applications” button
The button used to start the “Temperature Logger” GUI is called
“Internal Temperature Sensor” and is embedded in the “Applications” menu
button. Once the “Applications” button is enabled, the user can simply click
the “Applications” button, then click the “Internal Temperature Sensor” button
to launch the TemperatureLogger GUI, as shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10
below.

Figure 5-9: Launching the TemperatureLogger GUI
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Figure 5-10: The TemperatureLogger GUI has been successfully launched
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Temperature Logger Software Flowchart

Figure 5-11: Temperature Logger Software Flowchart
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Temperature Logger Software GUI Controls
Again, let’s look at the temperature logger software main GUI form shown in
Figure 5-12 below.

Figure 5-12: Temperature Logger Software Main GUI Form
As shown in Figure 5-12 above, the temperature logger software GUI is
made up of multiple controls such as textboxes and labels which are meant
to help the user effectively, efficiently, and conveniently interact with the GUI
to view the motes’ temperature data. Now let’s look at each GUI control
individually and in detail.

GUI Control #1: MAC Address textboxes

Figure 5-13: The MAC Address textboxes
The MAC Address textboxes are used to display the MAC Address of
the SmartMesh IP Motes. Each Mac Address should contain 23 characters as
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shown in Figure 5-13 above. Regarding the background color: Green means
that a given SmartMesh IP mote is operational, Yellow means that a given
SmartMesh IP mote is connecting, and Red means that a given SmartMesh
IP mote is lost.
Note: It may take up to about 1 minute for a mote to join a network
and, thus, to appear in the TemperatureLogger GUI.

GUI Control #2: Mote’s Celsius Temperature

Figure 5-14: Mote’s Celsius Temperature
The Mote’s Celsius Temperature textbox shows the temperature
recorded by a given mote in Celsius.

GUI Control #3: Mote’s Fahrenheit Temperature

Figure 5-15: Mote’s Fahrenheit Temperature
The Mote’s Fahrenheit Temperature textbox shows the temperature
recorded by a given mote in Fahrenheit.

GUI Control #4: Found Mote(s) textbox

Figure 5-16: The Found Mote(s) textbox
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The Found Mote(s) textbox shows the number of motes found in the
network, whether they are active or inactive.

GUI Control #5: Operational Mote(s) textbox

Figure 5-17: The Operational Mote(s) textbox
The Operational Mote(s) textbox shows the number of operational
(active) motes in the network.

GUI Control #6: Connecting Mote(s) textbox

Figure 5-18: The Connecting Mote(s) textbox
The Connecting Mote(s) textbox shows the number of motes trying to
join the network.

GUI Control #7: Lost Mote(s) textbox

Figure 5-19: The Lost Mote(s) textbox
The Lost Mote(s) textbox shows the number of inactive motes in the
network. These are motes which were once active in the network, and then
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became inactive possibly because they had been turned off either by human
operation or battery exhaustion.

GUI Control #8: Timer label

Figure 5-20: The Timer label
The Timer label shows the amount of time that has elapsed since the
TemperatureLogger GUI has been opened.

GUI Control #9: Output Screen textbox

Figure 5-21: The Output Screen textbox
The Output Screen textbox is used to display a log of the events.
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Temperature Logger Software GUI Results
Now let’s look at the results obtained by running the temperature
logger software GUI.

Figure 5-22: Temperature Logger Software GUI with 2 operational motes

Figure 5-23: Temperature Logger Software GUI with 5 operational motes
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Chapter 6 : SmartMesh IP Network Statistics

Another milestone that I have achieved this semester is the designing
of a SmartMesh IP Network Statistics platform which can be used to view all
the SmartMesh IP network manager’s statistics, the mote(s)’ statistics, and
the overall network statistics. This platform is mainly software oriented. On
the hardware side, the user simply needs to plug in the SmartMesh IP
network manager to a computer running the SmartMesh IP Network Statistics
software, as shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-2 below, and make sure that the
motes and the network manager all have the same Network ID and Join Key
values as these parameters are used to establish the SmartMesh IP network.
Please refer to the Configuration Software section of th is report on how to
configure the Network ID and Join Key parameters.

Figure 6-1: Network Manager connected to PC and to 5 Motes
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Figure 6-2: SmartMesh IP network with 5 motes
As shown in Figure 6-2 above, both Status LEDs on the motes are
turned on, meaning that the motes are successfully joined to the network
manager, thus forming a SmartMesh IP network.
On the software side, the SmartMesh IP Network Statistics GUI
program is written in the C# language, and its name is ‘NetworkStatistics.cs’.
To access the SmartMesh IP network statistics, the program interacts with
the plugged-in network manager via the network manager’s CLI serial port
interface by sending the command “show stat”. Upon receiving t his
command, the network manager responds by sending the network statistics
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to the program which then processes and displays them. This program has
been designed to facilitate the viewing of the SmartMesh IP network
statistics. To achieve this facilitation , the GUI is made up of various types of
controls which allow the user to take a detailed and understandable look at
all the network statistics. To get a greater understanding of this GUI, I will
present the GUI controls and their function later.

Network Statistics Software Main GUI Form
To start the Network Statistics GUI, the user should first get the
network manager connected to the SmartMesh IP main GUI by running the
“Connection” task as the successful execution of this task enables the
“Network Statistics” button, as shown in Figure 6-3 below:

Figure 6-3: Enabling the “Network Statistics” button
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Once the “Network Statistics” button is enabled, the user can click it to
launch the Network Statistics GUI shown in Figure 6-4 below.

Figure 6-4: Network Statistics Software Main GUI Form
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Network Statistics Software Flowchart

Figure 6-5: Network Statistics Software Flowchart
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Network Statistics Software GUI Controls
Again, let’s look at the network statistics software main GUI form
shown in Figure 6-6 below.

Figure 6-6: Network Statistics Software Main GUI Form
As shown in Figure 6-6 above, the network statistics software GUI is
made up of multiple controls such as textboxes and labels which are meant
to help the user effectively, efficiently, and conveniently interact with the GUI
to view all the network statistics. Now let’s look at each GUI control
individually and in detail.
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GUI Control #1: MAC Address textboxes

Figure 6-7: The MAC Address textboxes
The MAC Address textboxes are used to display the MAC Address of
the SmartMesh IP Network Manager and Motes. Each Mac Address should
contain 23 characters as shown in Figure 6-7 above. Regarding the
background color: Green means that a given SmartMesh IP device (network
manager or mote) is operational, Yellow means that a given SmartMesh IP
mote is connecting, and Red means that a given SmartMesh IP mote is lost.
Note: It may take up to about 1 minute for a mote to join a network
and, thus, to appear in the Network Statistics GUI.

GUI Control #2: Mote’s Received textbox

Figure 6-8: Mote’s Received textbox
The Mote’s Received textbox shows the number of data packets
received by a given mote.

GUI Control #3: Mote’s Lost textbox

Figure 6-9: Mote’s Lost textbox
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The Mote’s Lost textbox shows the number of data packets lost by a
given mote.

GUI Control #4: Mote’s Reliability textbox

Figure 6-10: Mote’s Reliability textbox
The Mote’s Reliability textbox shows the reliability percentage of a
given mote.

GUI Control #5: Mote’s Latency textbox

Figure 6-11: Mote’s Latency textbox
The Mote’s Latency textbox shows the latency value of a given mote.

GUI Control #6: Mote’s Hops textbox

Figure 6-12: Mote’s Hops textbox
The Mote’s Hops textbox shows the hops value of a given mote.
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GUI Control #7: Network Manager’s Established Connections textbox

Figure 6-13: Network Manager’s Established Connections textbox
The Network Manager’s Established Connections textbox shows the
number of API connections made.

GUI Control #8: Network Manager’s Dropped Connections textbox

Figure 6-14: Network Manager’s Dropped Connections textbox
The Network Manager’s Dropped Connections textbox shows the
number of API connections dropped.

GUI Control #9: Network Manager’s Transmit OK textbox

Figure 6-15: Network Manager’s Transmit OK textbox
The Network Manager’s Transmit OK textbox shows the number of API
packets (e.g. notifications) acknowledged by the client application.

GUI Control #10: Network Manager’s Transmit Error textbox

Figure 6-16: Network Manager’s Transmit Error textbox
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The Network Manager’s Transmit Error textbox shows the number of
API packets not acknowledged.

GUI Control #11: Network Manager’s Transmit Repeat textbox

Figure 6-17: Network Manager’s Transmit Repeat textbox
The Network Manager’s Transmit Repeat textbox shows the number of
API packets retried (may be greater than Transmit Error if there are multiple
retries).

GUI Control #12: Network Manager’s Receive OK textbox

Figure 6-18: Network Manager’s Receive OK textbox
The Network Manager’s Receive OK textbox shows the number of API
commands that the manager acknowledged.

GUI Control #13: Network Manager’s Receive Error textbox

Figure 6-19: Network Manager’s Receive Error textbox
The Network Manager’s Receive Error textbox shows the number of
API commands that the manager could not acknowledge (due to framing or
other errors).
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GUI Control #14: Network Manager’s Ack Delay Average textbox

Figure 6-20: Network Manager’s Ack Delay Average textbox
The Network Manager’s Ack Delay Average textbox shows the average
time to receive a response on an API packet.

GUI Control #15: Network Manager’s Ack Delay Maximum textbox

Figure 6-21: Network Manager’s Ack Delay Maximum textbox
The Network Manager’s Ack Delay Average textbox shows the
maximum time to receive a response on an API packet.

GUI Control #16: Reliability textbox

Figure 6-22: The Reliability textbox
The Reliability textbox in the Network Statistics groupbox shows the
overall average reliability of the network. In this context, reliability is defined
as the percentage of packets generated by any mote that are successfully
received by the manager. This number should be 99.99% or higher in a
healthy network. This statistic is counted directly on the manager by
monitoring the security counter on the packets as they come in [8].
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GUI Control #17: Stability textbox

Figure 6-23: The Stability textbox
The Stability textbox in the Network Statistics groupbox shows the
overall average stability of the network. In this context, stability is defined as
the success rate for mote-to-mote transmissions. It is the percentage of data
packets for which the sending mote has received an acknowledgement . This
number will vary depending on individual mote placement. The network is
designed to achieve 100% reliability even at 50% stability. At lower stability
values, motes will use more energy and bandwidth as mo re packets need to
be retried. This statistic is computed based on health reports received from
motes. The manager increments the total number of transmits and fails with
each new health report arrival [8].

GUI Control #18: Latency textbox

Figure 6-24: The Latency textbox
The Latency textbox in the Network Statistics groupbox shows the
overall average latency of the network. In this context, latency is defined as
the average time (in milliseconds) required for a data packet to travel from
the originating mote to the manager. Data latency varies across the network
[8].
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GUI Control #19: Found Mote(s) textbox

Figure 6-25: The Found Mote(s) textbox
The Found Mote(s) textbox shows the number of motes found in the
network, whether they are active or inactive.

GUI Control #20: Operational Mote(s) textbox

Figure 6-26: The Operational Mote(s) textbox
The Operational Mote(s) textbox shows the number of operational
(active) motes in the network.

GUI Control #21: Connecting Mote(s) textbox

Figure 6-27: The Connecting Mote(s) textbox
The Connecting Mote(s) textbox shows the number of motes trying to
join the network.

GUI Control #22: Lost Mote(s) textbox

Figure 6-28: The Lost Mote(s) textbox
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The Lost Mote(s) textbox shows the number of inactive motes in the
network. These are motes which were once active in the network, and then
became inactive possibly because they had been turned off either by human
operation or battery exhaustion.

GUI Control #23: Timer label

Figure 6-29: The Timer label

The Timer label shows the amount of time that has elapsed since the
Network Statistics GUI has been opened.

GUI Control #24: Output Screen textbox

Figure 6-30: The Output Screen textbox
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The Output Screen textbox is used to display a log of the events.

Network Statistics Software GUI Results
Now let’s look at the results obtained by running the network statistics
software GUI.

Figure 6-31: Network Statistics Software GUI with 5 operational motes

Figure 6-32: Network Statistics Software GUI with 7 operational motes
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Chapter 7 : SmartMesh IP Network Topology

Another milestone that I have achieved this semester is the designing
of a SmartMesh IP Network Topology platform which can be used to view the
way the links and nodes of the SmartMesh IP network are arranged to relate
to each other. This network topology diagram helps visualize the
communicating devices, which are modeled as nodes, and the connections
between the devices, which are modeled as links between the nodes. This
platform is mainly software oriented. On the hardware side, the user simply
needs to plug in the SmartMesh IP network manager to a computer running
the SmartMesh IP Network Topology software, as shown in Figure 7-1 below,
and make sure that the motes are running in master mode, and make sure
that the motes and the network manager all have the same Network ID and
Join Key values as these parameters are used to establish the SmartMesh IP
network. Please refer to the Configuration Software section of this report on
how to configure the Network ID and Join Key parameters, and how to
configure the motes to operate in master mode.
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Figure 7-1: SmartMesh IP network with 5 motes
As shown in Figure 7-1 above, both Status LEDs on the motes are
turned on, meaning that the motes are successfully joined to the network
manager, thus forming a SmartMesh IP network.
On the software side, the SmartMesh IP Network Topology program is
written in the C# language, and is part of ‘Network_Manager_GUI.cs’. To
access the SmartMesh IP network topology, the ‘Network_Manager_GUI.cs’
software launches, in the background, the SeeTheMesh application found in
the ‘C:\Python27\SmartMeshSDK-1.3.0.1-win\win’ folder as shown in Figure
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7-2 below. The instructions on how to get and install this folder are
presented in section 5.2 of this report.

Figure 7-2: Locating the “SeeTheMesh.exe” application

The “SeeTheMesh.exe” application starts a web interface at
http://127.0.0.1:8081 as shown in Figure 7-3 below.

Figure 7-3: The “SeeTheMesh.exe” application starts a web interface
The ‘Network_Manager_GUI.cs’ software accesses this web interface
which contains the SmartMesh IP network topology and displays it, as shown
in Figure 7-4 below.
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Figure 7-4: Snippet of the code used to display the network topology

To start the Network Topology GUI, the user should first make sure the
network manager is plugged in to a computer running the SmartMesh IP main
GUI, then he/she simply needs to click on the “Network Topology” button, as
shown in Figure 7-5 below:

Figure 7-5: Locating the “Network Topology” button
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After the user has clicked on the “Network Topology” button, the
SmartMesh IP network topology diagram will get displayed in Google
Chrome; however, it may take up to about 30 seconds for the SmartMesh IP
network topology to be displayed in Google Chrome a s shown in Figure 7-6
below.

Figure 7-6: View of a network topology diagram
To enlarge the network topology diagram, the user can hold the “Ctrl”
key on the computer’s keyboard while scrolling upward on the mouse, then
dragging the diagram to the center of the GUI should yield a view like Figure
7-7 below. Scrolling upward on the mouse enlarges the network topology
diagram, while scrolling downward shrinks it.
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Figure 7-7: Enlarged view of a network topology diagram
In this SmartMesh IP network topology design, the network manager is
displayed in blue with its MAC Address, and each mote is displayed in white
with its respective MAC Address. Furthermore, the net work topology diagram
automatically gets adjusted with real-time changes within the network. For
example, Figure 7-7 above shows a network manager (’31-cc-e3’) connected
to 2 motes (‘5a-64-3b’ and ‘5a-5c-24’); the user can add another mote to the
network, and the diagram will be dynamically redrawn as shown in Figures 78 and 7-9 below.
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Figure 7-8: Mote ’32-62-f6’ is joining the network

Figure 7-9: Mote ’32-62-f6’ has joined the network

Note: It may take up to about 1 minute for the network topology
diagram to fully adjust to real-time changes within the network.
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Chapter 8 : SmartMesh IP Temperature Plotter

Another milestone that I have achieved this semester is the designing
of a SmartMesh IP Temperature Plotter platform which can be used to view
the temperature recorded by each mote using an external LM35DZ analog
temperature sensor.
Preliminary Software Work
Firstly, the user needs to complete the preliminary software work found
in section 5.2 of this report now before moving any further into the
SmartMesh IP Temperature Plotter design.
Firmware Requirement
Table 8-1 below shows which firmware to run on the SmartMesh IP
devices for the SmartMesh IP Temperature Plotter platform to perform
accurately.
Table 8-1: SmartMesh IP Temperature Plotter Firmware Requirement
Device

Firmware

SmartMesh IP Network Manager

Default Network Manager

SmartMesh IP Mote(s)

02-gpio_net (inside the onchipsdkmaster_Modified_Temperature folder)

Load firmware on a mote from the IAR IDE
Note: Before attempting to load firmware on a mote from the IAR IDE,
the user needs to make sure that the motes are running in master mode, and
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make sure that the motes and the network manager all have the same
Network ID and Join Key values as these parameters are used to establish
the SmartMesh IP network. Please refer to the Configuration Software
section of this report on how to configure the Network ID and Join Key
parameters, and how to configure the motes to operate in master mode.
In order to successfully run the SmartMesh IP Temperature Plotter
software, each mote needs to be programmed with a custom System -on-Chip
firmware developed in the IAR IDE. Figures 8-1 through 8-5 show the steps
needed to open the 02-gpio_net firmware project in the IAR IDE:

Figure 8-1: Accessing the onchipsdk-master_Modified_Temperature folder
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Figure 8-2: Accessing the projects folder

Figure 8-3: Accessing the iar folder
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Figure 8-4: Accessing the all_projects.eww file
Now the user needs to double-click the all_projects.eww file in order to
open it in the IAR IDE as shown in Figure 8-5 below:
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Figure 8-5: Opening the all_projects.eww file in IAR IDE
The next step is to set the 02-gpio_net firmware project as the active
application by right-clicking on the 02-gpio_net project and selecting “Set as
Active” as shown in Figure 8-6 below:
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Figure 8-6: Setting the 02-gpio_net firmware project as the active application
Before loading the 02-gpio_net firmware on a mote, the user needs to
make sure that the mote is connected to the comp uter running the IAR IDE
and to the IAR Systems I-jet programmer device, as shown in Figure 8-7
below, and make sure that the mote’s power switch is set to ON.
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Figure 8-7: Hardware setup needed to load the 02-gpio_net firmware on a mote
Now that the hardware setup has been completed, the user can load
the 02-gpio_net firmware on a mote from the IAR IDE by clicking on “Project”
then “Download” then “Download active application” as shown in Figure 8-8
below:
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Figure 8-8: Loading the 02-gpio_net firmware on a mote
Once the 02-gpio_net firmware has been loaded on a mote, the user
needs to power-cycle the mote (that is, turn it off then turn it back on) using
its power switch in order for the new firmware to run on the mote.
Additionally, the SmartMesh IP Temperature Plotter program has been
designed to facilitate the viewing of the digitized temperature data. To
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achieve this facilitation, the GUI is made up of various types of controls
which allow the user to take a quick loo k at the motes’ digitized temperature
data. To get a greater understanding of this GUI, I will present the GUI
controls and their function later.

Temperature Plotter Software Main GUI Form
To start the TemperaturePlotter GUI, the user should first get the
network manager connected to the SmartMesh IP main GUI by running the
“Connection” task as the successful execution of this task enables access to
the ”Applications” button which grants acc ess to the button for starting the
“Temperature Plotter” GUI, as shown in Figure 8-9 below.

Figure 8-9: Enabling the “Applications” button
The button used to start the “Temperature Plotter” GUI is called
“External Temperature Sensor” and is embedded in the “Applications” menu
button. Once the “Applications” button is enabled, the user can simply click
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the “Applications” button, then click the “External Temperature Sensor”
button to launch the TemperaturePlo tter GUI, as shown in Figures 8-10 and
8-11 below.

Figure 8-10: Launching the TemperaturePlotter GUI

Figure 8-11: The TemperaturePlotter GUI has been successfully launched
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Temperature Plotter Firmware Flowchart

Figure 8-12: Temperature Plotter Firmware Flowchart
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Temperature Plotter Software Flowchart

Figure 8-13: Temperature Plotter Software Flowchart
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Temperature Plotter Software GUI Controls
Again, let’s look at the temperature plotter software main GUI form
shown in Figure 8-14 below.

Figure 8-14: Temperature Plotter Software Main GUI Form
As shown in Figure 8-14 above, the temperature plotter software GUI is
made up of multiple controls such as textboxes and labels which are meant
to help the user effectively, efficiently, and conveniently interact with the GUI
to view the motes’ temperature data. Now let’s look at each GUI control
individually and in detail.
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GUI Control #1: MAC Address textboxes

Figure 8-15: The MAC Address textboxes
The MAC Address textboxes are used to display the MAC Address of
the SmartMesh IP Motes. Each Mac Address should contain 23 characters as
shown in Figure 8-15 above. Regarding the background color: Green means
that a given SmartMesh IP mote is operational, Yellow means that a given
SmartMesh IP mote is connecting, and Red means that a given SmartMesh
IP mote is lost.
Note: It may take up to about 1 minute for a mote to join a network
and, thus, to appear in the TemperaturePlotter GUI.

GUI Control #2: Mote’s Celsius Temperature

Figure 8-16: Mote’s Celsius Temperature
The Mote’s Celsius Temperature textbox shows the temperature
recorded by a given mote in Celsius.

GUI Control #3: Mote’s Fahrenheit Temperature

Figure 8-17: Mote’s Fahrenheit Temperature
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The Mote’s Fahrenheit Temperature textbox shows the temperature
recorded by a given mote in Fahrenheit.

GUI Control #4: Mote’s Temperature Graph

Figure 8-18: Mote’s Temperature Graph
The Temperature Graph shows the temperature data recorded by a
given mote in Fahrenheit. This is a graphical display of the digitized data
from the LM35DZ external temperature sensor connected to the AI_0
(DN_ADC_AI_0_DEV_ID) analog input pin of a mote.

GUI Control #5: Mote’s Digital Input Pin textbox

Figure 8-19: Mote’s Digital Input Pin textbox
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The Digital Input Pin textbox shows the value (1 -high or 0-low) of the
DP2 (DN_GPIO_PIN_21_DEV_ID) digital input pin of a mote.

GUI Control #6: Found Mote(s) textbox

Figure 8-20: The Found Mote(s) textbox
The Found Mote(s) textbox shows the number of motes found in the
network, whether they are active or inactive.

GUI Control #7: Operational Mote(s) textbox

Figure 8-21: The Operational Mote(s) textbox
The Operational Mote(s) textbox shows the number of operational
(active) motes in the network.

GUI Control #8: Connecting Mote(s) textbox

Figure 8-22: The Connecting Mote(s) textbox
The Connecting Mote(s) textbox shows the number of motes trying to
join the network.
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GUI Control #9: Lost Mote(s) textbox

Figure 8-23: The Lost Mote(s) textbox
The Lost Mote(s) textbox shows the number of inactive motes in the
network. These are motes which were once active in the network, and then
became inactive possibly because they had been turned off either by human
operation or battery exhaustion.

GUI Control #10: Timer label

Figure 8-24: The Timer label
The Timer label shows the amount of time that has elapsed since the
TemperaturePlotter GUI has been opened.
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GUI Control #11: Output Screen textbox

Figure 8-25: The Output Screen textbox
The Output Screen textbox is used to display a log of the events.
Temperature Plotter Software GUI Results
Now let’s look at the results obtained by running the temperature
plotter software GUI.

Figure 8-26: Temperature Plotter Software GUI with 2 operational motes
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Chapter 9 : SmartMesh IP Oscilloscope

Another milestone that I have achieved this semester is the designing
of a SmartMesh IP Oscilloscope platform which can be used to view the
digitized data of an analog signal.
Preliminary Software Work
Firstly, the user needs to complete the preliminary software work found
in section 5.2 of this report now before moving any further into the
SmartMesh IP Oscilloscope design.
Firmware Requirement
Table 9-1 below shows which firmware to run on the SmartMesh IP
devices for the SmartMesh IP Oscilloscope platform to perform accurately.
Table 9-1: SmartMesh IP Oscilloscope Firmware Requirement
Device

Firmware

SmartMesh IP Network Manager

Default Network Manager

SmartMesh IP Mote(s)

02-gpio_net (inside the onchipsdkmaster_Modified_Oscilloscope folder)

Load firmware on a mote from the IAR IDE
Note: Before attempting to load firmware on a mote from the IAR IDE,
the user needs to make sure that the motes are runni ng in master mode, and
make sure that the motes and the network manager all have the same
Network ID and Join Key values as these parameters are used to establish
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the SmartMesh IP network. Please refer to the Configuration Software
section of this report on how to configure the Network ID and Join Key
parameters, and how to configure the motes to operate in master mode.
In order to successfully run the SmartMesh IP Oscilloscope software,
each mote needs to be programmed with a custom System -on-Chip firmware
developed in the IAR IDE. Figures 9-1 through 9-5 show the steps needed to
open the 02-gpio_net firmware project in the IAR IDE:

Figure 9-1: Accessing the onchipsdk-master_Modified_Oscilloscope folder
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Figure 9-2: Accessing the projects folder

Figure 9-3: Accessing the iar folder
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Figure 9-4: Accessing the all_projects.eww file
Now the user needs to double-click the all_projects.eww file in order to
open it in the IAR IDE as shown in Figure 9-5 below:
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Figure 9-5: Opening the all_projects.eww file in IAR IDE
The next step is to set the 02-gpio_net firmware project as the active
application by right-clicking the 02-gpio_net project and selecting “Set as
Active” as shown in Figure 9-6 below:
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Figure 9-6: Setting the 02-gpio_net firmware project as the active application
Before loading the 02-gpio_net firmware on a mote, the user needs to
make sure that the mote is connected to the computer running the IAR IDE
and to the IAR Systems I-jet programmer device, as shown in Figure 9-7
below, and also make sure that the mote’s power switch is set to ON.

Figure 9-7: Hardware setup needed to load the 02-gpio_net firmware on a mote
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Now that the hardware setup has been completed, the user can load
the 02-gpio_net firmware on a mote from the IAR IDE by clicking on “Proj ect”
then “Download” then “Download active application” as shown in Figure 9-8
below:

Figure 9-8: Loading the 02-gpio_net firmware on a mote
Once the 02-gpio_net firmware has been loaded on a mote, the user
needs to power-cycle the mote (that is, turn it off then turn it back on) using
its power switch in order for the new firmware to run on the mote.
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Additionally, the SmartMesh IP Oscilloscope program has been designed to
facilitate the viewing of the digitized data of an analog signal. To achieve this
facilitation, the GUI is made up of various types of controls which allow the
user to take a quick look at the motes’ digitized data. To get a greater
understanding of this GUI, I will present the GUI controls and their function
later.
Oscilloscope Software Main GUI Form
To start the Oscilloscope GUI, the user should first get the network
manager connected to the SmartMesh IP main GUI by running the
“Connection” task as the successful execution of this task enables access to
the ”Applications” button which grants access to the button for starting the
“Oscilloscope” GUI, as shown in Figure 9-9 below.

Figure 9-9: Enabling the “Applications” button
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The button used to start the “Oscilloscope” GUI is called “Oscilloscope”
and is embedded in the “Applications” menu button. Once the “Applications”
button is enabled, the user can simply click the “Applications” button, then
click the “Oscilloscope” button to launch the Oscilloscope GUI, as shown in
Figures 9-10 and 9-11 below.

Figure 9-10: Launching the Oscilloscope GUI

Figure 9-11: The Oscilloscope GUI has been successfully launched
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Oscilloscope Firmware Flowchart

Figure 9-12: Oscilloscope Firmware Flowchart
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Oscilloscope Software Flowchart

Figure 9-13: Oscilloscope Software Flowchart
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Oscilloscope Software GUI Controls
Again, let’s look at the oscilloscope software main GUI form shown in
Figure 9-14 below.

Figure 9-14: Oscilloscope Software Main GUI Form
As shown in Figure 9-14 above, the oscilloscope software GUI is made
up of multiple controls such as textboxes and labels which are meant to help
the user effectively, efficiently, and c onveniently interact with the GUI to view
the motes’ digitized data. Now let’s look at each GUI control individually and
in detail.

GUI Control #1: MAC Address textboxes

Figure 9-15: The MAC Address textboxes
The MAC Address textboxes are used to display the MAC Address of
the SmartMesh IP Motes. Each Mac Address should contain 23 characters as
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shown in Figure 9-15 above. Regarding the background color: Green means
that a given SmartMesh IP mote is op erational, Yellow means that a given
SmartMesh IP mote is connecting, and Red means that a given SmartMesh
IP mote is lost.
Note: It may take up to about 1 minute for a mote to join a network
and, thus, to appear in the Oscilloscope GUI.

GUI Control #2: Mote’s Oscilloscope Graph

Figure 9-16: Mote’s Oscilloscope Graph
The above Oscilloscope Graph shows the 30-samples digitized data of
a 1KHz sinusoidal signal (1.5V peak-to-peak, 900mV DC offset) connected to
the AI_1 (DN_ADC_AI_1_DEV_ID) analog input pin of a mote.

GUI Control #3: Found Mote(s) textbox

Figure 9-17: The Found Mote(s) textbox
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The Found Mote(s) textbox shows the number of motes found in the
network, whether they are active or inactive.

GUI Control #4: Operational Mote(s) textbox

Figure 9-18: The Operational Mote(s) textbox
The Operational Mote(s) textbox shows the number of operational
(active) motes in the network.

GUI Control #5: Connecting Mote(s) textbox

Figure 9-19: The Connecting Mote(s) textbox
The Connecting Mote(s) textbox shows the number of motes trying to
join the network.

GUI Control #6: Lost Mote(s) textbox

Figure 9-20: The Lost Mote(s) textbox
The Lost Mote(s) textbox shows the number of inactive motes in the
network. These are motes which were once active in the network, and then
became inactive possibly because they had been turned off either by human
operation or battery exhaustion.
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GUI Control #7: Timer label

Figure 9-21: The Timer label
The Timer label shows the amount of time that has elapsed since the
Oscilloscope GUI has been opened.

GUI Control #8: Output Screen textbox

Figure 9-22: The Output Screen textbox
The Output Screen textbox is used to display a log of the events.
Oscilloscope Software GUI Results
Now let’s look at the results obtained by running the oscilloscope
software GUI.
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Figure 9-23: Oscilloscope Software GUI with 2 operational motes
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Chapter 10 : Testing

In this chapter I will be presenting the various testing experiments that
I conducted to evaluate, verify, and validate my software and hardware
designs using a SmartMesh IP network manager and multiples motes. Also,
these experiments allow for an evaluation of the SmartMesh IP network
performance under various topologies and applications.

Internal Temperature Sensor Testing
“Internal Temperature Sensor Testing” can be described as an
experiment in which the network manager is connected to a computer, the
motes are programmed with their default firmware so that every second they
report back to the network manager the ambient temperature reading
performed by their respective internal temperature sensor, and the computer
connected to the network manager acces ses and displays this temperature
reading data through my software.

Internal Temperature Sensor Testing Setup #1
In this testing scenario, I used 3 motes loaded with the default mote
firmware and placed them a certain distance apart in my lab as shown in
Figure 10-1 below. As shown in Figure 10-1 below, each mote had a direct
connection or link to the network manager (31 -cc-e3), and 2 motes (32-62-f6
and 5a-64-3b) also had indirect connections to the network manager. All the
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devices in this scenario were located within line of sight. As we will see later,
the testing time for this scenario was 28 hours, 15 minutes, and 14 seconds
(see Figure 10-2).

Figure 10-1: Setup #1 used for internal temperature sensor testing
As shown in Figure 10-2 below, each mote successfully sent the
ambient temperature sensed by its internal temperature sensor and my
software application displayed the temperature reading in both Celsius and
Fahrenheit. Figure 10-2 also shows that the experiment lasted 28 hours, 15
minutes, and 14 seconds.
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Figure 10-2: Data collected at the end of Setup #1 testing
As shown in Figure 10-3 below, the average reliability was 100% since
out of 256356 packets generated by the motes, all 256356 packets were
successfully received by the manager. None was lost. Also, the average
stability was 65% and the average latency was 600ms.

Figure 10-3: Network statistics at the end of Setup #1 testing
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Internal Temperature Sensor Testing Setup #2
In this testing scenario, I used 6 motes loaded with the default mote
firmware and placed them a certain distance apart in my lab as shown in
Figure 10-4 below. As shown in Figure 10-4 below, 5 motes (5a-64-3b, 5a5c-24, 32-d2-d8, 33-e1-ff, and 32-62-f6) had a direct connection or link to the
network manager (31-cc-e3), and 5 motes (5a-ba-4e, 5a-64-3b, 5a-5c-24, 32d2-d8, and 33-e1-ff) had indirect connections to the network manager. All the
devices in this scenario were located within line of sight. As we will see later,
the testing time for this scenario was 2 hours, 0 minutes, and 41 seconds
(see Figure 10-5).

Figure 10-4: Setup #2 used for internal temperature sensor testing
As shown in Figure 10-5 below, each mote successfully sent the
ambient temperature sensed by its internal temperature sensor and my
software application displayed the temperature reading in both Celsius and
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Fahrenheit. Figure 10-5 also shows that the experiment lasted 2 hours, 0
minutes, and 41 seconds.

Figure 10-5: Data collected at the end of Setup #2 testing
As shown in Figure 10-6 below, the average reliability was 100% since
out of 40770 packets generated by the motes, only 2 packets were not
successfully received by the manager, the average stability was 50%, and
the average latency was 1700ms.

Figure 10-6: Network statistics at the end of Setup #2 testing
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Internal Temperature Sensor Testing Setup #3
In this testing scenario, I used 6 motes loaded with the default mote
firmware and placed them a certain distance apart in my lab as shown in
Figure 10-7 below. As shown in Figure 10-7 below, only 2 motes (5a-5c-24
and 5a-64-3b) had a direct connection or link to the network manager (31 -cce3), and the remaining 4 motes (32-62-f6, 5a-ba-4e, 32-d2-d8, and 33-e1-ff)
only had indirect connections to the netwo rk manager. Moreover, motes 5a5c-24 and 5a-64-3b were located 30 feet away, with line of sight, from the
network manager; whereas motes 32-62-f6 and 32-d2-d8 were located 30
feet away, with no line of sight, from motes 5a -5c-24 and 5a-64-3b, and
motes 5a-ba-4e and 33-e1-ff were located 10 feet away, with no line of sight,
from motes 32-62-f6 and 32-d2-d8. As we will see later, the testing time for
this scenario was 61 hours, 50 minutes, and 58 seconds (see Figure 10 -8).
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Figure 10-7: Setup #3 used for internal temperature sensor testing
As shown in Figure 10-8 below, each mote successfully sent the
ambient temperature sensed by its internal temperature sensor and my
software application displayed the temperature reading in both Celsius and
Fahrenheit. Figure 10-8 also shows that the experiment lasted 61 hours, 50
minutes, and 58 seconds.
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Figure 10-8: Data collected at the end of Setup #3 testing
As shown in Figure 10-9 below, the average reliability was 100% since
out of 1237485 packets generated by the motes, only 11 packets were not
successfully received by the manager, the average stability was 71%, and
the average latency was 300ms.

Figure 10-9: Network statistics at the end of Setup #3 testing
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Internal Temperature Sensor Testing Setup #4
In this testing scenario, I used 3 motes loaded with the default mote
firmware and placed them a certain distance apart in my lab as shown in
Figure 10-10 below. As shown in Figure 10-10 below, only 1 mote (5a-64-3b)
had a direct connection or link to the network manager (31 -cc-e3), and the
remaining 2 motes (32-d2-d8 and 33-e1-ff) only had indirect connections to
the network manager. Moreover, mote 5a -64-3b was located 30 feet away,
with line of sight, from the network manager; whereas mote 33-e1-ff was
located 30 feet away, with no line of sight, from mote 5a -64-3b, and mote 32d2-d8 was located 10 feet away, with no line of sight, from mote 33-e1-ff. As
we will see later, the testing time for this scenario was 73 hours, 41 minutes,
and 4 seconds (see Figure 10-11).

Figure 10-10: Setup #4 used for internal temperature sensor testing
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As shown in Figure 10-11 below, each mote successfully sent the
ambient temperature sensed by its internal temperature sensor and my
software application displayed the temperature reading in both Celsius and
Fahrenheit. Figure 10-11 also shows that the experiment lasted 73 hours, 41
minutes, and 4 seconds.

Figure 10-11: Data collected at the end of Setup #4 testing
As shown in Figure 10-12 below, the average reliability was 100%
since out of 621508 packets generated by the motes, all 621508 packets
were successfully received by the manager. None was lost. Also, the average
stability was 72% and the average latency was 200ms.
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Figure 10-12: Network statistics at the end of Setup #4 testing

Tabular Summary of Internal Temperature Sensor Testing
The following table shows a summary of the SmartMesh IP network
performance under the 4 different topologies (setups #1, #2, #3, and #4 )
used for internal temperature sensor testing.
Table 10-1: Tabular Summary of Internal Temperature Sensor Testing
Setup #1

Setup #2

Setup #3

Setup #4

28 hours, 15

2 hours, 0

61 hours, 50

73 hours, 41

minutes, and 14

minutes, and

minutes, and

minutes, and

seconds

41 seconds

58 seconds

4 seconds

Average Reliability

100%

100%

100%

100%

Average Stability

65%

50%

71%

72%

Average Latency

600ms

1700ms

300ms

200ms

Testing time
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The differences in average stability and average latency observed
across the different setups result from the physical placement of the motes
which determines the quantity and quality of links. In summary, in order to
minimize latency, and maximize stability and the size of the SmartMesh IP
network, it is necessary to make sure that each mote has as few links as
possible to the network manager.

External Temperature Sensor Testing
“External Temperature Sensor Testing” can be described as an
experiment in which the network manager is connected to a computer, each
mote is programmed with a firmware that I wrote for digitizing the analog
signal from an external LM35DZ temperature sensor so that the digitized
temperature data gets sent to the network manager, and the computer
connected to the network manager accesses and displays this digitized
temperature data through my software.
In this testing scenario, I used 2 motes loaded with my analogtemperature-digitizer firmware and placed them a certain distance apart in
my lab as shown in Figure 10-13 below. As shown in Figure 10-13 below,
both motes (5a-5c-24 and 5a-64-3b) had a direct connection or link to the
network manager (31-cc-e3), and mote 5a-64-3b also had an indirect
connection to the network manager. As we will see later, the testing time for
this scenario was 37 hours, 50 minutes, and 37 seconds (see Figure 10 -14).
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Figure 10-13: Setup used for external temperature sensor testing
As shown in Figure 10-14 below, each mote successfully sent the
ambient temperature sensed by its external LM35DZ temperature sensor and
my software application displayed the temperature reading in both Celsius
and Fahrenheit. Figure 10-14 also shows that this platform can be used to
read the digital value (1-high or 0-low) of the DP2
(DN_GPIO_PIN_21_DEV_ID) digital input pin of a mote, and that the
experiment lasted 37 hours, 50 minutes, and 37 seconds.
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Figure 10-14: Data collected at the end of external temperature sensor testing

As shown in Figure 10-15 below, the average reliability was 100%
since out of 223227 packets generated by the motes, only 2 packets were not
successfully received by the manager, the average stability was 88%, and
the average latency was 7700ms.
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Figure 10-15: Network statistics at the end of external temperature sensor testing

Oscilloscope Testing
“Oscilloscope Testing” can be described as an experiment in which the
network manager is connected to a computer, each mote is programmed with
a firmware that I wrote for digitizing the analog signal from an external
sinusoidal wave generator so that the digitized sinusoidal wave data gets
sent to the network manager, and the computer connected to the network
manager accesses and displays this digitized sinusoidal wave data through
my software.
In this testing scenario, I used 3 motes loaded with my analog-wavedigitizer firmware and placed them a certain distance apart in my lab as
shown in Figure 10-16 below. As shown in Figure 10-16 below, all 3 motes
(5a-5c-24, 32-62-f6, and 5a-64-3b) had a direct connection or link to the
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network manager (31-cc-e3), and none of the 3 motes had an indirect
connection to the network manager. As we will see later, the testing time for
this scenario was 2 hours, 58 minutes, and 0 seconds (see Figure 10 -17).

Figure 10-16: Setup used for oscilloscope testing

As shown in Figure 10-17 below, each mote successfully derived and
sent the analog wave’s digitized data, and my software application displayed
the 30-samples digitized data of a 1KHz sinusoidal signal (1. 5V peak-topeak, 900mV DC offset). Figure 10-17 also shows that the experiment lasted
2 hours, 58 minutes, and 0 seconds.

Figure 10-17: Data collected at the end of oscilloscope testing
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As shown in Figure 10-18 below, the average reliability was 100%
since out of 33495 packets generated by the motes, all 33495 packets were
successfully received by the manager. None was lost. Also, the average
stability was 0% since there was no need for m ote-to-mote transmission,
given that each mote was only 1 foot away from the network manager , and
the average latency was 3900ms.

Figure 10-18: Network statistics at the end of oscilloscope testing
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Chapter 11 : Conclusion

In conclusion, SmartMesh IP WSNs are an innovative way to connect
smart devices with advanced network management and comprehensive
security features. SmartMesh IP delivers reliable, scalable, and energy
efficient wireless sensor connectivity. Based upon TSMP and the wireless
IEEE 802.15.4e standard, SmartMesh IP creates full -mesh networks,
sometimes referred to as “mesh-to-the-edge” networks. At the core, this
technology is an intelligent mesh network with advanced algorithms and
power saving technologies that enable powerful features not available from
other WSN providers.
In the past year, I successfully designed mote firmware and network
manager software platforms for configuring and managing SmartMesh IP
devices. The system was tested and e valuated for real-world applications
such as monitoring of the temperature data collected within a SmartMesh IP
network using internal and/or external temperature sensors. Additionally, the
system that I designed can monitor the performance of a SmartMesh IP
network by gathering the reliability, stability, and latency statistics. This
system can also be used to view the topology layout of a SmartMesh IP
network and analog signals’ digitized data. In the end, the system was tested
with 100% reliability under several applications and configurations.
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